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Abstract

Any information system carries in itself it’s unidirectioned and irre-
versible ”time” and a metric ”space”, bounded with this ”time” by the
Poincare divisible group transformations.

I call any subjects, connected with an information as informational objects.
For example, it can be a physics device, or an incunabulum with ancient texts,
or computer disks and gramophone records, or people, carrying memory on
events of their lifes, or trees, on cuts which annual rings tell on past climatic
and ecological changes, or stones with imprints of long ago extincted plants
and bestials, or minerals, telling on geological cataclysms, or celestial bodies,
carrying an information on a remote distant past Universe, etc., etc.

It is clearly that an information, received from such information object, can
be expressed by a text, made of sentences.

I call a set of sentences, expressing an information of some informational
object, as a recorder of this object.

Obviously, the following conditions are satisfied1:
I. A recorder does not kept logically inconsistent sentence.
II. If a recorder contains some sentence then one contains all propositional

consequences of that sentence.
*III. If recorder a contains sentence ”recorder b contains sentence A” then

recorder a contains sentence A.
For example, if recorder a contains sentence ”recorder b contains sentence

”Big Theorem is proved” ” then recorder a contains sentence ”Big Theorem is
proved”.

Some recorders systems form structures like clocks. The following results
come from the logical properties of a set of recorders.

First, all such clocks have got the same direction, i.e. if the event expressed
by the sentence A precedes the event expressed by the sentence B according to
one of such clocks, it is related to the others as well.

1Please, see details in G. Quznetsov, Logical Foundation of Theoretical Physics, Nova Sci.
Publ., NY (2006), p.p.27-67
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Secondly, according to this clock time is irreversible, i.e. there’s no recorder
which can receive the information about the event that has happened until
this event really happens. Thus, nobody can come back in the past or receive
information from the future.

Thirdly, a set of recorders are embedded into the metrical space naturally,
i.e. all four axioms of the metrical space are received from logical properties of
a set of recorders.

Fourthly, if this metric space is Euclidean, then the corresponding ”space
and time” of recorders subordinates to the transformations of the complete
Poincare group. In this case a Special Theory of Relativity follows the logical
properties of information. If this metric space is not Euclidean then any non-
linear geometry can be formulated according to space of recorders, and any
variant of the Theory of Relativity can be based on this space.

Therefore, basic properties of time - one-dimensionality and irreversibility,
metric properties of space and principles of the theory of relativity derive from
logical properties of the set of recorders. Thus, if you have some set of objects,
dealing with information, then ”time” and ”space” are inevitable. And it doesn’t
matter whether this set is included in our world or some other worlds, which
don’t have a space-time structure initially.

I call such ”Time” as Informational Time.
Because we receive our time with our informational system then all other our

times’ notions (thermodynamical time, cosmological time, psychological time
etc.) should be defined by that Informational Time.
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